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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Identification of the central region is of special importance to avoid neurologic deficits in brain surgery.
Brain surface reformatted images (Mercator view) map the frontoparietal brain surface in 1 view and provide a synopsis of the most
important landmarks. In this view, the U-shaped subcentral gyrus appears as a distinctive anatomic structure enclosing the Sylvian end of
the central sulcus. The purpose of this study was to add the subcentral gyrus as a new landmark to the central region (U sign) and to
compare its frequency and applicability with common landmarks in healthy hemispheres.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Mercator views of 178 hemispheres in 100 patients were generated from 3D MR imaging datasets. The
hemispheres were evaluated on Mercator views for the presence or absence of each of the 9 common landmarks and the new U sign
identifying the central region.

RESULTS: The new landmark U sign was most common (96.6%), followed by the thin postcentral gyrus sign (95.5%). The least common
landmark was the �-shaped handknob (54.5%). None of the landmarks could be identified in all hemispheres. All landmarks could be
identified bilaterally in only 1.3% of patients.

CONCLUSIONS: On the Mercator view, the new U sign is an applicable and even the most frequent landmark to identify the central
region. Considering the variability of the anatomic structures of the brain, including the motor hand area, the synopsis of all 10 landmarks
on this surface-reformatting projection is a helpful adjunct to standard MR imaging projections to identify the central region.

ABBREVIATIONS: post cg� postcentral gyrus; pre cg� precentral gyrus; sfg� superior frontal gyrus

Due to the convexity of the surface of the brain, the identifica-

tion of individual sulci and gyri can be difficult on axial MR

imaging. The anatomic pattern of the surface of the brain may be

further distorted by mass lesions or edema. However, reliable

identification of the central region, including the primary so-

matomotoric and somatosensoric cortices, is crucial for diagnos-

tic and therapeutic issues. Pathologies in close proximity to the

central region should be identified accurately to avoid severe neu-

rologic deficits from surgery.1-4

Advanced techniques like presurgical functional MR imaging

and pre- and intraoperative electrophysiologic examinations are

the most adequate methods of identifying and locating brain

function. However, conventional MR imaging is primarily re-

quired to depict the morphology and topography of mass lesions

in relation to brain anatomy.

A variety of methods and several landmarks have been de-

scribed to identify the central region.1,2,5-12 Previously, sectional

CT and MR imaging were evaluated for landmarks that were only

visible on axial or sagittal image orientations. Therefore, this ap-

proach often required the time-consuming evaluation of more

images with different orientations.

The Mercator view is a curved multiplanar reformatting

method based on 3D MR imaging datasets, which can be pro-

cessed on every MR imaging workstation in a few minutes. It

shows the brain surface of both hemispheres from the upper con-

vexity to the Sylvian fissure, and it facilitates the identification of

the brain surface anatomy even in cases when this is disturbed due

to mass lesions.4,13-15 It has been shown that brain surface refor-

matted imaging visualizes 9 of the most important landmarks in 1

view.4 Evaluating the Mercator view, we recognized the subcen-

tral gyrus as a distinctive U-shaped anatomic structure. There-

fore, our purpose was to introduce this U sign as the tenth land-

mark that connects the precentral with the postcentral gyrus. The
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applicability and frequency of this new landmark were evaluated in

healthy hemispheres on the Mercator view and were compared with

the other 9 landmarks modified from Naidich and Brightbill.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
One hundred consecutive patients (5 months to 84 years of age)

underwent 3T MR imaging (Verio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)

including a T1- or T2-weighted 3D sequence in a sagittal orientation.

Data were transferred to the built-in workstation (syngo X Work-

place; Siemens) for postprocessing by using the built-in software

Numaris/4 (syngo MR B17; Siemens). Planar surface reformations

(“pancake-view,” Mercator projection) from an angled coronal view

to the central sulcus (in the sagittal view) were generated in a manner

similar to previously described procedures.13,14 Thus, both hemi-

spheres were reformatted from the interhemispheric fissure medially

to the Sylvian fissure laterally, resulting in 19 sections (2-mm thick-

ness and 2-mm intersection gap; FOV, 250 mm; rectangular FOV,

100%; 179 encoding steps; isotropic voxel, 1 mm3). The whole pro-

cedure takes no longer than 1 minute.

Only hemispheres without mass lesions were included for fur-

ther analysis. Images were consensually evaluated by 2 experi-

enced neuroradiologists (M.W., E.H.) describing the presence or

absence of each of the 10 landmarks described hereafter.

Modified after Naidich and Brightbill,2 10 ways to identify the

central region were defined as listed below (Figs 1– 4):

1) The upper T sign: The intersection of the well-identifiable

superior frontal sulcus with the precentral sulcus has the shape of

an upper case T. The pre cg can be found immediately posterior to

this T shape.

2) The L sign: The sfg terminates in the pre cg, which runs

laterally from the posterior end of the sfg, therefore together

forming an upper case L.

3) The lower T sign: The inferior frontal sulcus posteriorly

terminates in the pre sc, also in the shape of an upper case T that is

dorsally bordered by the pre cg.

4) The M sign: The typical upper case M shape of the inferior

frontal gyrus is formed by its partes orbitalis, triangularis, and oper-

cularis. If one followed the M, it terminates medially into the pre cg.

5) The bifid post cg sign: Toward the interhemispheric fissure,

the postcentral gyrus is medially fissured, enclosing the pars mar-

ginalis of the cingulated sulcus with both legs and thereby forming

the characteristic bifid post cg sign.

6) The midline sulcus sign: The longest sulcus running hori-

zontally and entering the interhemispheric fissure is the central

sulcus (Fig 1).

7) The bracket sign: The bihemispheric symmetric pars mar-

ginalis of the cingulate sulcus forms an anteriorly opened bracket.

FIG 1. Example of the thin post cg sign, and the midline sulcus sign.
The precentral gyrus has a thicker anteroposterior diameter (large
white arrow) compared with the postcentral gyrus (small white ar-
row). The longest sulcus running horizontally and entering the inter-
hemispheric fissure (black arrow) is the central sulcus.

FIG 2. Variants of the handknob. In our study, we only considered the
inverted � shape (white arrow) because other variants, such as in-
verted � (continuous black arrows), and multiple bulgings (dotted
black arrows) were not assessed.

FIG 3. The U sign. Right hemisphere. Absence of the subcentral gyrus
as a rare variant, the central sulcus (asterisk) terminates into the Syl-
vian fissure (white arrow). Gray arrows mark the precentral (continu-
ous arrow) and postcentral (dotted arrow) gyri. Left hemisphere: The
subcentral gyrus connects the pre- and postcentral gyri (U sign).
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The rostrally adjacent gyrus is the post cg; the adjacent sulcus is

the central sulcus.

8) The thin post cg sign: On the surface, the precentral gyrus

has a thicker anteroposterior diameter compared with the post-

central gyrus, which is thinner (Fig 1).

9) The handknob: We defined the “handknob ” as 1 single

�-shaped dorsally convex bulge of the precentral gyrus (Fig 2).

Furthermore, we introduced the U sign: The first continuous

sulcus, which is enclosed by a perisylvian U-shaped gyrus, can be

identified as the central sulcus (Fig 3).

RESULTS
One hundred patients (43 female) between 5 months and 84 years

of age were investigated. From 100 patients, 178 hemispheres

could be included in the analysis. The remaining 22 hemispheres had

to be excluded due to surface-disturbing pathologies. In 78 patients,

both hemispheres could be analyzed. Altogether, 88 of the included

hemispheres were right (49.4%) and 90

were left (50.6%) hemispheres.

In only 1 of the 78 patients (1.3%), all

landmarks could be identified bilaterally.

None of the 10 landmarks could be identi-

fied in all hemispheres. The most frequent

landmarks were the subcentral gyrus

(96.6% in total, 95.5% right, 97.8% left) and

the thin post cg (95.5% in total, 96.6% right,

94.4% left). Least often identifiable was the

�-shaped handknob of the precentral gyrus

as defined above (54.5% in total, 55.7%

right, 53.3% left) (Fig 5).

See the Table for the frequency of all

landmarks.

DISCUSSION
The U sign defining the U shape of the sub-

central gyrus should be considered a new

landmark to identify the central sulcus on

the Mercator view. With this brain surface

reformatting projection, the U sign appears

more frequently than 9 established land-

marks previously defined on standard axial

and sagittal sections.4,14 Therefore, the U sign is a very helpful addi-

tion to the synopsis of landmarks that can be found on the Mercator

view to enhance the diagnostic accuracy in detecting the central

region.

The subcentral gyrus is a U-shaped convolution that connects the

precentral and postcentral gyri, marked by the anterior and posterior

subcentral branch of the Sylvian fissure. On sectional MR imaging,

the subcentral gyrus is best seen on sagittal images as the rolandic

operculum, which encircles the central sulcus and thereby separates

the central sulcus from the Sylvian fissure.5 On the Mercator view,

the perisylvian frontal and rolandic opercula are well-depicted in the

continuity of the upper convexity so that we could define the U sign

as follows: The first continuous sulcus that is enclosed by a perisyl-

vian U-shaped gyrus can be identified as the central sulcus. The U

sign was found in 96.6% of the healthy hemispheres. Two previously

described variations1,11 were only seen once each in our collective of

healthy hemispheres. One variant is the longitudinally fissured sub-

central gyrus, resulting in a junction of the central fissure with the

Sylvian fissure (5%–19%) (Fig 3). The other rare variant describes a

second parenchymal bridge connecting the pre- and postcentral gyri

medially to the subcentral gyrus.

In addition, the present study revealed that on mercator view,

anatomic variations of the middle precentral gyrus become more

evident and may be confusing. In this sense, one of the most

popular and frequent landmarks on axial sections, the handknob,

was less commonly identified on the Mercator view. The hand-

knob represents the motor hand area and describes an �-formed

dorsal bulging of the precentral gyrus.12 The �-formed or hook-

like motor hand area was found in 90%–98% of axial sec-

tions.2,6,12 Some variability of the motor hand area was already

described in axial images as an �-formed shape12 and as the vari-

ant of multiple bulgings. However, the Mercator-like unfolding of

the central region revealed a higher variability of the bulgings in

FIG 4. Examples of all 10 landmarks in 1 single section: 1 indicates the upper T sign; 2, the L sign
(duplicated as a variant); 3, the lower T sign; 4, the M sign; 5, the bracket sign; 6, the bifid post cg
sign; 7, the thin post cg sign (fenestrated post cg as a variant); 8, the midline sulcus sign; 9, the
subcentral gyrus sign; 10, the handknob. Only 1 hemisphere is depicted and was mirrored for
better visualization.

FIG 5. Barplots representing the frequency of landmark identification
as a percentage of all (blue), right (purple), and left (yellow)
hemispheres.
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the middle of the precentral gyrus, which may be less obvious by

sectioning the hemisphere in axial sections.

All other landmarks were identified with similar frequencies as

previously described on axial or sagittal sections,1,2,5,6 with an

occurrence ranging between 60.1% and 89.3%. The thin post cg

sign,1,2 describing the thinner anteroposterior diameter of the

postcentral gyrus compared with the precentral gyrus, was detect-

able in 95.5%. Naidich and Brightbill2 described the thin post cg

sign as the most frequent landmark visible in 98% of axial MR

imaging. This difference might be explained by the incomplete

myelination of the central region during infancy,16,17 because all

subjects in our study lacking this landmark by an equal thickness

of the pre- and postcentral gyri were infants. The study collective

of Naidich and Brightbill,2 however, included only children not

younger than 4 years of age.

Only 1.3% of our healthy patients showed all 10 landmarks bilat-

erally. This intra- and interindividual variance of the cerebral surface

anatomy1,18,19 may complicate the identification of the central sulcus

on sectional slices. Therefore, the synopsis of different landmarks,

including the new U sign on the Mercator view, should be used as an

adjunct to standard MR imaging to improve diagnostic accuracy.

This view continuously depicts the entire frontoparietal sulci and gyri

without any sectioning, by unfolding the convex hemispheres to a flat

map via multiplanar reformatting. However, the unfolding of the

convex hemisphere leads to distortions,20 which increase toward the

margins and deform the shapes and sizes of anatomic structures. This

phenomenon is well-known from world maps like the Mercator pro-

jection, which gives a disproportionate image of areas, depending on

their location from the equator. Furthermore, the Mercator view

only depicts surface structures, so that sectional images are still

needed to delineate the extension of a lesion into the deep of the

brain. Therefore, the Mercator view cannot replace standard

projections.

Nevertheless, it could be shown that the Mercator view is a

simple and fast reformatting method to identify the central re-

gion, even in the presence of surface-disturbing mass lesions.4,14

However, we excluded hemispheres with pathologies to avoid

confusing results.

CONCLUSIONS
The U sign is an applicable landmark to identify the central region

on the brain surface reformatting projection Mercator view. This

sign defines the U shape of the subcentral gyrus, which merges the

pre- and postcentral gyrus at the Sylvian fissure. Together with the

synopsis of other landmarks depicted on the Mercator view, it

may enhance diagnostic accuracy in identifying the central re-

gion. In this sense, the Mercator view should be an adjunct to

standard MR imaging, keeping in mind that this unfolded map

also leads to distortions of the true anatomic proportions.
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Frequency of all landmarks
All Hemispheres
(n = 178)

Right
(n = 88)

Left
(n = 90)

Upper T sign 109 (61.2%) 51 (58%) 58 (64.4%)
L sign 107 (60.1%) 55 (62.5%) 52 (57.8%)
Lower T sign 138 (77.5%) 69 (78.4%) 69 (76.7%)
M sign 157 (88.2%) 77 (87.5%) 80 (88.9%)
Bifid pc sign 157 (88.2%) 76 (86.4%) 81 (90%)
Midline sulcus sign 159 (87.5%) 77 (87.5%) 82 (91.1%)
Bracket sign 82% (of 78 patients)
Thin post cg sign 170 (95.5%) 85 (96.6%) 85 (94.4%)
Handknob sign 97 (54.5%) 49 (55.7%) 48 (53.3%)
Subcentral gyrus sign 176 (98.9%) 84 (95.5%) 88 (97.8%)

Note:—Bifid pc sign indicates the bifid post cg sign.
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